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JSSI Enrolls HeliAir Sweden Fleet of 5 Helicopters at Helitech 2016  

Adds Piper Meridian PT6A Engine Coverage to the Mix  

 

Helitech International 2016 [Stand #10E11] – Amsterdam RAI, Netherlands – Jet Support Services, Inc. 

(JSSI), the leading provider of hourly cost maintenance programs for the business aviation industry, 

signed an agreement at Helitech International 2016 with HeliAir Sweden to enroll two AS350B2, one 

AS350B3, and two H120 helicopters onto JSSI’s Engine Program.  

 

“We are happy and excited to start this collaboration with JSSI”, stated Aram Rubinstein, CEO for HeliAir 

Sweden AB. “Their product is a fantastic solution for us with the SAFRAN engines, especially as we are 

looking to expand our fleet of Airbus helicopters. In addition to reducing the workload of searching online 

for parts by our maintenance manager, Mr. Jan Yngvesson, we will also reduce our stock of spares 

because now we won’t need as many in inventory. A positive outcome due to our enrollment with JSSI.”  

Mr. Rubinstein added, “The fantastic service provided by JSSI is one that makes us feel welcome into 

the” JSSI family” from day one by providing coverage for FOD and other unexpected events,” Mr. Aram 

Rubinstein is also enrolling with JSSI, the PT6A engine for his personal Piper Meridian turboprop 

aircraft.  

 

Neil Book, President, and CEO of JSSI commented, “It is a privilege to work with HeliAir Sweden, such 

a unique and extraordinary company. We are committed to providing them a program that stabilizes 

and reduces their maintenance budget while delivering them the type of service our customers both 

expect and deserve.” 

  

“We are not only covering the fleet of helicopter engines for HeliAir Sweden, but we are also uniquely 

qualified to provide Mr. Rubinstein coverage for his PT6 engine as well,” added Raymond Weiser, JSSI 



Helicopter Program Specialist. “We are excited to enter into this agreement here at the Helitech show, 

and we look forward to working with HeliAir Sweden for years to come.”  

 

The JSSI Premium Engine Program covering the five SAFRAN Turbomeca engines and one Pratt & 

Whitney Canada PT6A engine, is a comprehensive hourly cost maintenance program, covering 

scheduled and unscheduled events, as well as Life Limited Components, Service Bulletins, 

Airworthiness Directives, troubleshooting, FOD gap, and more.  JSSI Engine Programs can be bundled 

with the Airframe Parts-Only Program for exclusive JSSI Tip-to-Tail® helicopter coverage. 

 

Today, JSSI offers Tip-to-Tail®, Engine, Airframe, and APU coverage for more than 350 different aircraft 

models, including 75 different helicopters. For more details about these programs, please see a JSSI 

representative at this week’s Helitech International convention in Amsterdam at Stand 10E11, or email 

them at sales@jetsupport.com. 

 
 
About Jet Support Services, Inc.  
  
For more than 25 years, JSSI has been the only hourly cost maintenance provider covering virtually all 

makes and models of business aircraft, engines and APUs. JSSI provides its customers with 

comprehensive, flexible and affordable financial tools for managing the often unpredictable costs of 

operating and maintaining nearly all types of turbine-powered aircraft, including jets, turbo-props and 

turbine-powered helicopters. As the creator of the revolutionary Tip-to-Tail® Program, JSSI is the only 

single source provider of this trademarked service. JSSI serves customers globally and manages 

maintenance services through its worldwide infrastructure of certified technical advisors. For more 

information, go to www.jetsupport.com.  
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